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NONCOMMUTATIVE TANGENT CONES AND CALABI YAU ALGEBRAS

RAF BOCKLANDT

ABSTRACT. We study the generalization of the idea of a local quiver of arepresentation
of a formally smooth algebra, to broader classes of finitely generated algebras. In this new
setting we can construct for every semisimple representation M a local model and a non-
commutative tangent cone. The representation schemes of these new algebras model the
local structure and the tangent cone of the representation scheme of the original algebra
at M . In this way one can try to classify algebras according to their local behavior. As
an application we will show that the tangent cones of Calabi Yau 2 Algebras are always
preprojective algebras. For Calabi Yau3 Algebras the corresponding statement would be
that the local model and the tangent cones derive from superpotentials. Although we do not
have a proof in all cases, we will show that this will indeed hold in many cases.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Calabi Yau Algebras were introduced as a noncommutative generalization
of Calabi Yau Varieties and they form an important tool for physicists in topological string
theory. It was noticed that Calabi Yau3-Algebras were tightly connected to superpotentials.

For quotients of path algebras by homogeneous ideals it was proved in [2] that Calabi
Yau 3-Algebras are indeed algebras with a superpotential and2-Calabi Yau Algebras are
preprojective algebras (in both cases the converse is not always true). There are however
lots of algebras that do not fit in this framework (f.i. group algebras, filtered algebras,
deformations of graded algebras, etc). The aim of this paperis to find a way to connect
these algebras to the graded case.

The road we will follow is the local study of representationsof algebras. We will pursue
generalizations of local structure theorems by Le Bruyn andProcesi [12] and Crawley-
Boevey [4]. They proved that for certain algebras (path algebras for the former, prepro-
jective algebras for the latter), the étale local structure of the representation space around
a semisimple representation space can be modeled by a new algebra which is of the same
type (a path algebra or a preprojective algebra). In this paper we will do a similar thing but
instead of looking at the étale local structure we will workwith formal completions and
tangent cones because this adapts more easily to the noncommutative case.

The commutative picture we want to generalize is the following. LetX be ann-
dimensional affine variety with coordinate ringR. For any pointp ∈ X we look at the
corresponding maximal idealm and this gives us anm-adic filtration onR. Locally we
can describeX aroundp using the formal completion̂Rm.

We can also consider the associated graded ringgrmR and this corresponds geometri-
cally to the tangent cone, and it has the advantage that it is often easier to express in terms
of generators and relations. A mapφ between two varieties is étale atp if the corresponding
map between the local rings ofp andφ(p) is an isomorphism. This is equivalent to asking
that the map between the associated graded rings is an isomorphism and hence the tangent
cone is an important étale invariant.

In the setting of finitely generated noncommutative algebras we can define for every
semisimple representation a noncommutative tangent cone and a local model in a similar
way. Such a tangent cone will always be a graded path algebra of a quiver with relations.
We will prove that if the original algebra is Calabi Yau2 then these noncommutative tangent
cones need not to be Calabi Yau but they will be preprojectivealgebras. For Calabi Yau 3
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2 RAF BOCKLANDT

algebras similar things happen and in many cases the local model or the noncommutative
tangent cone comes from a superpotential.

The paper is organized in the following way. We start with some preliminaries about
graded and complete algebras, path algebras and Calabi Yau algebras. In section 3 we
introduce the noncommutative tangent cone and in section 4 and 5 we study the connec-
tion with representation schemes and the slice results by Procesi, Le Bruyn and Crawley-
Boevey. After that we prove our main result about the tangentcones of Calabi Yau algebras.
We end the paper with some examples.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Graded and Complete Algebras.Let S be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra
overC andW anS-bimodule. We define two tensor algebras:

TSW := S ⊕W ⊕W ⊗S W ⊕ · · · = {(ai)i∈N|ai ∈W⊗Si, ai = 0 if i >> 0}
T̂SW := S ×W ×W ⊗S W × · · · = {(ai)i∈N|ai ∈W⊗Si}
(ai) · (bi) := (

∑

0≤k≤i

ai−k ⊗S bk)

Both algebras have a standard projection ontoS and we will denote the kernels in both
cases byW. On the former algebra we will put the standard gradation andwe will refer
to it as thegraded tensor algebra, while on the latter we will put theW-adic topology
and call it thecompleted path algebra. The degree of an element in the graded algebra
will be the maximal degree of its homogeneous components, for the completed algebra we
will define the degree as the minimal degree of its homogeneous components (i.e. degf =

max{i|f ∈W
i}). Furthermore iff ∈ T̂SW we definefmin ∈ TSW as the homogeneous

component of minimal degree.
To preserve the graded or topological structure of the algebras, the ideals we will con-

sider in the two cases will be graded or closed. We will call such an ideali in admissibleif it
is contained inW2. From now on agraded or complete algebraA is an algebra of the form
TSW/i or T̂SW/i for someS,W and an admissible ideali. If we write i = 〈ri, i ∈ I〉, we
mean thati is the smallest graded or closed ideal containing theri. We will also assume in
this notation that the{ri} form a minimal set (i.e. every subset generates a smaller ideal)
and eachri satisfiese1rie2 for some minimal orthogonal idempotentse1, e2 in the center
of S. The first idempotenth(ri) := e1 will be called the head ofri andt(ri) := e2 will be
the tail ofri. In the graded case we also suppose that theri are homogeneous.

If we want to study the representation theory of graded or completed algebras we can
introduce the category of finite dimensional nilpotent modules: NilÂm. In both cases
this is the full subcategory of the category of finite dimensional left modulesM such that
ρM : A → EndC(M) factorizes through some projectionA → A/Wi. Therefore we can
seeNilÂm as a direct limit of ordinary finite dimensional module categories:

NilÂm
∼= lim
→

ModA/W →֒ ModA/W2 →֒ ModA/W3 →֒ · · ·

It is possible that different algebras have the same category of nilpotent modules. We
can solve this problem to restrict to graded or completedpath algebraswith relations.

A quiver Q is an oriented graph consisting of a set of verticesQ0, a set of arrows
by Q1 and mapsh, t that assign to each arrow its head and tail. To a quiver we assign a
semisimple algebraSQ = CQ0 = C⊕Q0 and we identify the minimal idempotents with the
vertices. We can also construct anS-bimoduleWQ = CQ1 with multiplicationv1av2 = a
if v1 = h(a) andv2 = t(a) and zero otherwise. We callCQ := TCQ0CQ1 the graded
path algebraandCQ̂ := T̂CQ0CQ1 the completed path algebra. We will also consider
graded or completed path algebras with relations which are the corresponding quotients by
admissible ideals. In fact graded or complete path algebrasare just graded or complete
algebras with a commutative semisimple part.
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We can turn each graded or complete algebraA into a path algebra with relations in
by standard Morita equivalence. LetS be the semisimple part ofA and take a mini-
mal idempotentei for each simple component ofS: eiSej = Cδij andSeS = S with
e =

∑

i ei. It is well knowneAe is a path algebra with relations and we have a functor
NilÂm → NileAe : M → eM , which is an equivalence of categories.

On the other hand if two completed or graded path algebras with relations have equiva-
lent categories of nilpotent modules then they are isomorphic.

Lemma 2.1. A completed path algebra with relationsA is determined up to isomorphism
by the categoryNilÂm.

Proof. We can reconstructA from NilÂm in the following canonical way. First defineΣ
to be the semisimple object that is the direct sum of all simple modules with multiplicity
one. We can put a filtration onC1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ NilÂm by definingC1 the subcategory of
all semisimples andM in Ci if there exists anN ⊂M such thatN ∈ Cj andM/N ∈ Ci−j .

Each of these categories is in fact the category of modules ofa finite-dimensional alge-
bra: Ci = ModA/Wi. The freeA/Wi-module of rank one can be categorically defined
as the unique module that is projective inCi and has topΣ. We will denote this module by
Fi.

Between theFi we can chose surjective maps· · · → F2
π1→ F1

π0→ F0 = Σ. If A is
complete, we can constructA from the opposite algebras of morphisms:

lim
→

Hom(Fi, Fi)
op → Hom(Fi+1, Fi+1)

op = lim
→
A/Wi → A/Wi+1

= A.

If A is graded then we have to take the associated graded of this limit construction. �

We will also need Ext-groups inNilÂm and projective resolutions for completed and
graded path algebras with relations. The basic projective modules ofA = CQ/i or CQ̂/i

are of the formPi = Ai wherei is a vertex ofQ. Every simple module inNilÂm has a
minimal resolution of projectiveA-modules:

· · · → P 3 → P 2 = ⊕t(r)=iPh(r)
·ra−1

→ P 1 = ⊕t(a)=iPh(a)
·a→ Pi → Si → 0

and for every mapP ℓ → P ℓ−1, the image sits insideWP ℓ and we have that

Extℓ
NilÂm

(Si, Sj) = HomA(P ℓ, Sj).

Finally, the associated graded of a complete path algebra with relationsÂ is by definition
grÂ := ⊕0≤iW

i/Wi+1. If Â = CQ̂/i thengrÂ = CQ/gri with gri = 〈fmin|f ∈ i〉.
Naively, one would think that the generators of this new ideal are the lowest degree parts
of the generators ofi, however this only holds for special choices of generator sets. Such
a set will be calledgradable. F.i. {XY + Z3, Y X + Z3} is not gradable becausegri =
〈XY, Y X,XZ3 −Z3X,Y Z3 − Z3Y 〉, however the set{XY +XYX, Y X +XYX} is
gradable becauseXYX already sits in〈XY, Y X〉 and hence these commutators as well.

Using this type of reasoning one can see that a set{ri, i ∈ I} ⊂ i is gradable if for
every linear combination

∑

k ak(rik
)minbk that is zero inCQwe have that(

∑

k akrik
bk)min

is zero insideAnaive = CQ/〈rimin ∈ i〉. For each base element in eachExtA3
naive

(Si, Sj)
we can find a relation between the relations (the corresponding syzygy) and its suffices to
check it for these relations (as they generate the rest).

2.2. Calabi Yau Algebras.

Definition 2.2. An algebraA is Calabi YauCalabi Yau of dimensionn if in the derived
category of finite dimensional modulesDb mod A there are natural isomorphisms

νM,N : HomDbModA(M,N)→ HomDbModA(M, snN)∗, (∗ is the complex dual)

hereM,N are complexes of modules ands is the shift functor of the derived category.
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For further details about this property we refer to [2], [8] In this paper we will only need
the following result:

Property 2.3. If A is Calabi Yau of dimensionn then

C1 The global dimension ofA is alson.
C2 If X,Y ∈ RepA then

ExtkA(X,Y ) ∼= Extn−k
A (Y,X)∗.

C3 The identifications above gives us a pairings〈, 〉kXY : ExtkA(X,Y )×Extn−k
A (Y,X)→

C which satisfy

〈f, g〉kXY = 〈1X , g ∗ f〉0XX = (−1)k(n−k)〈1Y , f ∗ g〉0Y Y ,

where∗ denotes the standard composition of extensions.

To state the connection between graded algebras, we need some extra definitions:

Definition 2.4.
• If Q is a quiver then the double ofQ is the quiverQd ⊃ Q that contains for every

arrow a ∈ Q1 an extra arrowa∗ with h(a∗) = t(a) and t(a∗) = h(a). The
preprojective algebra ofQ is then defined as

Π(Qd) := CQd/〈
∑

h(a)=i

aa∗ −
∑

t(a)=i

a∗a, i ∈ Q0〉

• For a given quiver the vector spaceCQ/[CQ,CQ] has as basis the set of cycles up
to cyclic permutation of the arrows. We can embed this space intoCQ by mapping
a cycle onto the sum of all its possible cyclic permutations:

�: CQ/[CQ,CQ]→ CQ : a1 · · · an 7→
∑

i

ai · · · ana1 · · ·ai−1.

The elements of this vector space are called superpotentials.
Another convention we will use is the inverse of arrows: ifp := a1 · · · an

is a path andb an arrow, thenpb−1 = a1 · · · an−1 if b = an and zero otherwise.
Similarly one can defineb−1p. These new defined maps can be combined to obtain
a ’derivation’

∂a : CQ/[CQ,CQ]→ CQ : p 7→� (p)a−1 = a−1
� (p).

An algebra with a superpotential is an algebra of the form

AW := CQ/〈∂aW,a ∈ Q1〉 with W ∈ CQ/[CQ,CQ]

Theorem 2.5([2]). LetA be a graded path algebra with relations.

• A is Calabi Yau of dimension2 if and only ifA is the preprojective algebra of a
non-Dynkin quiver
• If A is Calabi Yau of dimension3 thenA is an algebra with a superpotential, but

not all superpotentials give rise to Calabi Yau Algebras.

3. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE TANGENT CONE

We suppose thatA = C〈X1, . . . Xk〉/〈F1, . . . , Fl〉 is a noncommutative finitely gener-
ated algebra with a finite number of relations. LetM be a finite dimensional semisimple
module ofA which can be decomposed in simplesM = S⊕ǫ1

1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S⊕ǫk

k . The action
of A onM gives us a mapρM : A → EndM . The image of this map isEndCS1 ⊗ 1ǫ1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ EndCSk ⊗ 1ǫk

and this is isomorphic to the semisimple algebra

S = Matdim S1(C)⊕ · · · ⊕ Matdim Sk
(C).

We will denote the idempotents inS that correspond to the ones byei and the kernels of
the mapsA → eiS by si. Using this notation we have the kernel of the mapA → S is
m := ∩isi.
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We can consider them-adic filtration onA

FiA =

{

m
−i i < 0

A i > 0.

This filtration gives rise to two new algebras: the associated gradedgrmA and the formal
completionÂm

grA =

∞
⊕

i=0

m
i

mi+1

Âm = lim
←

(A/m← A/m2 ← . . . )

= {(mi)i∈N|mi ∈ A/mi,mi + m
j = mj if i > j}

There is a natural mapA→ Â and its kernel is∩im
i.

In both new rings we can identify an ideal that substitutesm:

grm = ⊕i≥1
m

i

mi+1

m̂ = lim
←

(m/m2 ← m/m3 ← . . . )

The first observation we can make is

Lemma 3.1. grmA is a graded algebra and̂Am a complete algebra in the sense of section
2.1.

Proof. First we show thatÂm containsS. We construct embeddingsS → A/mi by
induction. Fori = 1 this is trivial and the embeddingS → A/mi can be lifted toA/mi+1

becauseS is formally smooth [9] andmi/mi+1 is nilpotent inA/mi+1. Hence we get a
commuting diagram

S� _

��   B
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

((Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

**U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

A
m

A
m2

oo A
m3

oo . . .oo

which we can combine to an embeddingS → Âm. This establishes thatgrmA andÂm

are bothS-algebras.
We will now chose a set{mκ} ⊂ A such that thēmκ = mκ + m

2 form a minimal set
of generators form/m2 as anS-bimodule and each̄mκ sits inside ah(mκ)m/m2t(mκ),
whereh(mκ), t(mκ) ∈ {e1, . . . , ek}. These can be use to construct maps

TS
m

m2
→ grmA : m̄κ → m̄κ

TS
m

m2
→ Âm : m̄κ → h(mκ)mκt(mκ).

The first map is trivially surjective. The second one is surjective because all mapsTS
m
m2 →

A/mi are. �

Remark3.2. In the proof we did not assume that the set{mκ} was finite, however we will
see further on that this will always be the case.

Definition 3.3.
• Thetangent coneofA atM is the unique graded path algebraCMA with relations

that is Morita equivalent withgridealmA.
• The local modelof A atM is the unique completed path algebraLMA with rela-

tions that is Morita equivalent witĥAm.
• The local quiverof A atM is the quiverQM that underlies bothCMA andTMA.

Its vertices correspond to the isomorphism classes of simple factors inM and
arrows to themi.
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• The local dimension vectorof A atM is the mapαM : (QM )0 → N : Si → ǫi
that assigns to each vertex the multiplicity of the corresponding simple inM .

From the construction and the Morita equivalence we can deduce that the associated
graded ofLMA at the ideal generated by the arrows is the algebraCMA.

Now letModA, NilgrmA andNilÂm denote the categories of (nilpotent) finite dimen-
sional modules. We can embedNilÂm fully and exact inModA becauseÂm/m̂i ∼=
A/mi. There is pure categorical description of this embedding.

Lemma 3.4. NilÂm is the full subcategory containing all modules whose composition
factors are contained in{S1, . . . , Sk}.

Proof. First note that submodules, kernels and cokernels of maps inNilÂm are also in
NilÂm. In particular this means that the factors of a decomposition series of a nilpotent
module are also nilpotent.

If a simple moduleN is nilpotent thenmlN = 0 for somel. The simplicity ofN then
implies thatmN = 0 and hence there is ani such thatsiN = 0 and henceN ∼= Si. �

The embeddingNilÂm →֒ ModA is exact so we can relate theExt-groups of both cat-
egories: every element inExti

Âm
(U, V ) corresponds to an exact sequenceW • in NilÂm

which is also exact inModA and we can map it to the corresponding element inExtiModA(U, V ).
The mapping is well-defined because ifW • → X• is a quasi-isomorphism inNilÂm

then it also is a quasi-isomorphism inModA. This means we have canonical morphisms
Exti

NilÂm
(U, V )→ ExtiModA(U, V ).

Lemma 3.5. The canonical isomorphismExti
NilÂm

(U, V )→ ExtiModA(U, V ) is

(1) a bijection ifi = 1.
(2) an injection ifi = 2.

Proof. If 0 → U → E → V → 0 is a short exact sequence inModA andU, V ∈ NilÂm

thenE also sits insideNilÂm because its set of composition factors is the union of those
of U andV . So fori = 1 the morphism is surjective. It is also injective because thedirect
sum ofU andV is the same in both categories.

To prove the injectivity ifi = 2, we use a well known criterion to check whether an
exact sequence is trivial:0→ A→ B → C → D → 0 is trivial as an extension inModA
if and only if there exists aJ ∈ ModA such thatA → Im(A → B) ⊕ J → B is a short
exact sequence. But asA,B ∈ NilÂm then the middle term is also nilpotent and henceJ

as well, so0→ A→ B → C → D → 0 is trivial in NilÂm. �

Remark3.6. We can use the bijectivity of the first Ext-spaces to show thatthe num-
ber of arrows in the quiver is finite. The number of arrows inQM from j to i equals
Ext1LMA(Ci,Cj), whereCi is the standard simpleLMA-module corresponding to the ver-
tex i. By Morita equivalence this equals toExt1

Â
(Si, Sj) and by bijectivity this equals

Ext1A(Si, Sj). This last space is finite dimensional becauseA is finitely generated.

In general the maps between the higher Ext-spaces are neither injective nor surjective,
but we can obtain some surjectivity by extendingM to a bigger semisimple module.

Lemma 3.7. If A is an ext-finite algebra andM a semisimple module then for a givenk ∈
N, there exists a semisimpleA-moduleN such thatM ⊂ N and the mapsExtl

NilÂm
(Si, Sj)→

ExtlModA(Si, Sj) are all surjective for allSi, Sj that are simple factors ofM andl ≤ k.

Proof. Chose bases for each of the spacesExtlModA(Si, Sj) and find a representative for
each basis element as an exact sequence. LetN be the direct sum ofM and all composition
factors of the modules that occur in these exact sequences. �

Such anN as in the lemma above will be called anextension ofM towards surjectivity.
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Theorem 3.8. SupposeN is a semisimple representation ofA andLNA = CQ̂N/(ri, i ∈
I). If M is a submodule ofN thenQM will be the quiver obtained by deleting the vertices
of the factors that do not occur inM and all arrows connected to them. There is a standard
projectionπ : CQ̂N → CQ̂M that identifies all common vertices and arrows and maps all
the other vertices and arrows to zero. In this notation we have that

LMA = CQM/(π(ri), i ∈ I)
Proof. We have to show thatLMA = LNA/〈ei|Si 6⊂ M〉. As both are completed path
algebras with relations we just have to show that their nilpotent module categories are
equivalent.

The category of nilpotentLNA/〈ei|Si 6⊂ M〉-modules is the subcategory ofNilLNA
that contains the modules that factorize throughLNA/〈ei|Si 6⊂M〉. These are the modules
that are annihilated by theei with Si 6⊂ M , i.e. their composition factors are submodules
of LNA/〈LNA≥1, (〈ei|Si 6⊂ M〉LNA)〉 but seen as a module inTN ModA ⊂ mod A.
This exactly corresponds to the module⊕Si⊂MSi. �

4. THE CONNECTION WITH THE REPRESENTATION SCHEMES

In this section isA an algebra that is the quotient of a path algebraCQ with an ideal
i = 〈ri|i ∈ I〉 that is not necessarily graded but we suppose thati ∩ CQ0 = 0 and that the
ri ∈ ehiCQeti.

To a dimension vectorα : Q0 → N with |α| = n, we can assign a vector space

RepαQ :=
⊕

a∈Q1

Matαh(a)×αt(a)
(C)

Equipped with the standardGLα :=
∏

v∈Q0
GLαv (C) action by conjugation. We will

consider this object as a scheme over the complex numbers. The points of this scheme
can be seen as representations ofCQ and the orbits under the action are the isomorphism
classes of representations.

The coordinate ring of this scheme is a polynomial ring that has for every arrowa
αh(a)αt(a) variables corresponding to the entries in the matrix that represents it:C[RepαQ] =

C[f ij
a |a ∈ Q1]. If p = a1 · · · ak ∈ vCQw we will denote the function it induces onRepαQ

by

f ij
p :=

∑

i1,i2,ik−1

f ii1
a1
f i1i2

a2
· · · f ik−1j

ak

If m is an ideal inCQ there is a corresponding ideal inC[RepαQ] by

mα = 〈f ij
r |r ∈ vm, v, w ∈ Q0〉

We define the representation schemeRepαA by its ring of functions:

C[RepαA] = C[RepαQ]/iα.

The points of the associated scheme can be seen as representations ofA and orbits of
the induced action ofGLα are the isomorphism classes. The action defines a ring of in-
variantsC[issαQ] := C[RepαQ]GLα and from geometrical representation theory we know
that the embeddingC[issαA] ⊂ C[RepαA] corresponds to a quotient map of schemes
RepαA→ issαAwhich maps every representation to the isomorphism class ofits semisim-
plifcation. The main problem in geometric representation theory is to study the geometry
of this quotient map.

Another way to look at the ring above is using theαth root of A [10]. This is the
centralizer ofMatn in the amalgamated product ofA andMatn overCQ0.

α
√
A := (A ∗CQ0 Matn)Matn

Matn containsCQ0 by identifying the each vertexv with a diagonal idempotent of rankαv.
(Reminder:A ∗C B is the universal algebra that has embeddingsιA, ιB : A,B →֒ A ∗C B
that agree on the subalgebraA, B, such that any other pair of mapsψA, ψB : A,B → R
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that agree onC factors throughA ∗C B. It consists of linear combinations of products
a1 ∗ · · · ∗ aℓ with ai ∈ A ∪ B subject to the relations that· · · ∗ aj ∗ aj+1 ∗ · · · = · · · ∗
(ajaj+1) ∗ · · · if aj , aj+1 are both inA or both inB.) From now on we will delete the
subscriptCQ0 in the expressions and assume that all∗ are implicitly taken overCQ0.

The fact that the root is a centralizer is reflected in the following identity

Matn(
α
√
A) = A ∗ Matn(C).

This can be used to defineα
√

i if i is an ideal ofA by demanding

Matn(
α
√

i) = 〈i〉.
where〈i〉 is theA ∗ Matn(C)-ideal generated by the elements ofi ⊂ A ⊂ A ∗ Matn(C).

Using these notations, it can be checked that

C[RepαQ] ∼=
α
√

CQ

[ α
√

CQ, α
√

CQ]
,C[RepαA] ∼=

α
√
A

[ α
√
A, α
√
A]
, iα ∼=

α
√

i

[ α
√

CQ, α
√

CQ]
.

where we divide out the ideals generated by the commutators.
TheGLα-action can also be defined naturally.GLα ⊂ Matn(C) acts by conjugation on

Matn(C) and it fixesCQ0. We can extend this action to an action onA ∗ Matn by letting
it act trivially onA. This action fixes the centralizer ofMatn(C) so we have aGLα-action
on α
√
A. Finally commutators are mapped to commutators so the action factors to an action

onC[RepαQ].
This way of looking at things has the advantage that it is easily generalizable to the

complete case so if̂A is a complete path algebra with relations we define its representa-

tion scheme as the scheme associated to the ringC[RepαÂ] :=
α
√

Â/[
α
√

Â,
α
√

Â]. The
quotient scheme is again associated to the subringC[issαÂ] of GLα-invariant elements.

Let M be a semisimple point inRepαA which corresponds to a maximal idealM ⊳

C[RepαA]. Denote the kernel ofρM : A → EndM again bym and the image of this
map byS. The idealmα ⊂ M is the ideal whose points corresponds to representations
N ∈ RepαA such thatρN factorizes throughρM . As S is a semisimple algebra the
number of isomorphism classes of representations inRepαS is finite, so the points defined
by mα form a finite set of closed orbits inRepαA. This means that we can seemα as the
intersection of idealsoi each one corresponding to one orbitO(Mi) which we represent by
a representationMi. If we decomposeM asS⊕ǫ1

1 ⊕· · ·⊕S⊕ǫk
1 , theMi form a maximal set

of non-isomorphic modulesMη = S⊕η1

1 ⊕· · ·⊕S⊕ηk

k with η ∈ Nk such thatMη ∈ RepαA.
The particularη that corresponds toM itself is clearly the local dimension vectorαM := ǫ.

For all these ideals above we can construct the associated graded.grMC[RepαA] will
describe the tangent cone ofRepαA toM whilegroi

C[RepαA] describes the tangent cone
to the orbit. Geometrically this last scheme can be seen as a fiber bundle overGLαMi. Its
fibers are the unions of the tangent line perpendicular to theorbits:

ConGLαMiRepαA = {p+ TqGLαM |p ∈ ConqRepαA, q ∈ GLαM}.
Finally grmα

C[RepαA] is the direct sum of each of thegroi
C[RepαA] and hence is cor-

responding scheme is the union of these tangent cones.
Now, we can make the connection with the representations ofgrmA andÂm:

Lemma 4.1. If A is an algebra overCQ,M a semisimple representation with correspond-
ing idealsm ⊳A andmα ⊳ C[RepαA] then

• grmα
C[RepαA] ∼= C[RepαgrmA],

• ̂C[RepαA]mα

∼= C[RepαÂm],

Proof. We only prove the first statement, the proof of the second is very analogous. The
first step in the proof is to show that taking the associated graded or the completion com-
mutes with the free product

(grmA) ∗CQ0 Matn(C) ∼= gr〈m〉(A ∗CQ0 Matn(C)).
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We note that for everyi ∈ N we have that〈m〉i is the linear span of productsc1∗f1 · · · cl∗fl

with ci ∈ Matn(C) andfj ∈ m
κj such that|~κ| := ∑

j κj ≥ i. The rewriting rules for
the free product are such that if we reduce the length of the product by removing acj in
CQ0 ⊂ Matn(C) thenfj−1cjfj ∈ m

κj−1κj so the sum of theκ′s does not change. This
fact implies〈m〉i ∩A = m

i and〈m〉i ∩ Matn(C) = 0 and hence we have injections

grmA→ gr〈m〉(A ∗ Matn(C)) andMatn(C)→ gr〈m〉(A ∗ Matn(C)).

By the universal property of the amalgamated product, thesemaps combine to a big map
π : grmA∗Matn(C)→ gr〈m〉(A∗Matn(C)) which is a map of graded algebras if we give
grmA ∗ Matn(C) the grading coming from the grading ofgrmA and considerMatn(C)
of degree zero.

We will show that this map is an isomorphism. The surjectivity of π follows from the
fact that

π(c1 ∗ (f1 + m
κ1) · · · cl ∗ (fl + m

κl)) = c1 ∗ f1 · · · cl ∗ fl + 〈m〉
P

i |κi|

For the injectivity we construct a right inverse for every homogeneous part. So fix ak ∈ N

and define

ιk :gr〈m〉(A ∗ Matn(C))k → grmA ∗ Matn(C) :

c0 ∗ f0 . . . cl ∗ fl + 〈m〉k+1 7→
∑

|~κ|=k

c1 ∗ (f1 + m
κ1+1) · · · cn ∗ (fl + m

κl+1)

The sum is taken over every vector~κ ∈ Nl such that the sum of its coefficients isk.
Although this sum seems to consist of several terms it has at most one nonzero term and
this will be one coming from the vector~κ we defined earlier. The sum seems to depend on
the length of the sequence (i.e.l) but if we can reduce the length because one of thecj or
fj is in CQ0, it is easy to check that the new sum will give the same answer (in casefj is
a scalar this becauseκj then must be zero, in the casecj is a scalar we can use the product
rule ingrmA). Finally one can see thatιkπ|(grmA∗Matn(C))k

= 1.
The second step is to restrict to theαth root. IfR is a ring andr an ideal then

grMatn(r)Matn(R) = Matn(grrR).

This follows from the fact thatMatn(r)k = Matn(rk). If we apply this to the case with
R = α

√
A we get

(gr〈m〉A ∗ Matn(C))Matn(C) = (grMatn(
α√
m)Matn(

α
√
A))Matn(C)

= Matn(gr α√
m

α
√
A)Matn(C) = .gr α√

m
α
√
A

The last step is the compatibility with commutators. LetR be a ring and[R,R] the ideal
generated by the commutators andr an ideal ofR. We have to prove that

grrR

[grrR, grrR]
∼= gr r

[R,R]

R

[R,R]
.

This can be done by a straightforward computation:

(
grrR

[grrR, grrR]
)k =

r
k/rk+1

([R,R] ∩ rk)/rk+1

=
r
k

([R,R] ∩ rk) + rk+1

=
r
k/([R,R] ∩ r

k)

rk+1/([R,R] ∩ rk+1)

= (gr r
[R,R]

R

[R,R]
)k.

�
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Finally, to make the connection with the noncommutative tangent cone and the local
model, we have to study what happens to the Morita equivalence.

Lemma 4.2.
• RepαgrmA =

⊔

η,Mη∈RepαA RepηCMA×GLη
GLα

• RepαÂm =
⊔

η,Mη∈RepαA RepηLMA×GLη
GLα

Proof. Again we only prove the first statement. Lete =
∑

ei be the idempotent inA/m
such thategrmAe = CMA. Each of theMη ∈ RepαA corresponds to the zero represen-
tation ofCMA with dimension vectorη.

The injectionA/m ⊂ grmA gives us aGLα-equivariant projectionπ : RepαgrmA→
RepαS. LetXη be the fiber of the image ofMη underπ. We have that

RepαgrmA =
⊔

η,
P

ηjαj=α

Xη ×GLη
GLα

This is clear from the fact that we can transform every representation ofRepαA/m to
one of the formπ(Mη). The equivariantness ofπ implies that every representation of
RepαgrmA can be transformed into one of the fibersXη, so each component becomes of
the formXη ×StabMη GLα and it is easy to check thatStabMη = GLη.

So it only remains to prove thatRepηCMA ∼= Xη. Without loss of generality we can
assume thatρMη (e) is diagonal. This means that every representationρ ∈ Xη contains cer-
tain rows and columns that are zero and if we strip those and restrict toCMA = egrmAe ⊂
egrmAe we get a representation ofCMA with dimension vectorη.

To show that the mapXη → RepηCMA has an inverse we reinsert the zero rows and
columns and induce agrmA-representation. We get a mapXη → RepηCMA : ρ → ρ̄
with ∀x ∈ CMA : ∀s1, s2 ∈ A/m : ρ̄(s1xs2) = ρMη (s1)ρ̃(x)ρMη (s2) , where the tilde
means that we reinsert the zeros at the proper places.ρ̄ is uniquely defined becauseA/m
andCMA generategrmA as an algebra. �

The two lemmas summarize to the following connection between noncommutative tan-
gent cones and representation spaces.

Theorem 4.3.
• RepαM

CMA describes the fiber of the tangent cone to the orbit ofM in RepαA.
issαMCMA describes the tangent cone to the image ofM in issαA.
• RepαM

LMA describes the fiber of the completization at the orbit ofM in RepαA.
issαMLMA describes the completization at the image ofM in issαA.

AlthoughLMA gives more information about the local structure because there might be
different complete algebras with the same associated graded, it is in many cases more use-
full to useCMA. CMA is more easily describable in the path algebra formalism because
its relations are homogeneous, while the relations ofLMA might not even be finite com-
binations of monomials. Moreover the properties we are interested in can be determined
using the tangent cones, as is seen in the following corollaries.

Corollary 4.4. For everyM we denote theη such thatMη = M byαM and we call it the
local dimension vector ofM . The couple(CMA,αM ) is called the tangent cone setting.

(1) The dimension ofissαA aroundM is the same as the dimension ofissαMCMA.
(2) If issαMCMA has only one irreducible component thenM is also contained in one

irreducible component.
(3) issαA is smooth atM if and only if issαMCMA.
(4) If M is contained in a unique irreducible component then this component contains

simple representations if and only ifissαCMA contains simple representations.

Proof. The first three statements are easy consequences of the definition of tangent cones.
The last one needs a bit more elaboration. We will prove that the dimension of the generic
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stabilizer aroundM in RepαA and around the zero representation inRepαM
CMA are the

same using the standard formula for the dimension of the generic stabilizer.

dim gen StabA = dim GLα − dimM RepαA+ dimM issαA

= dim GLα − (dim0 RepαM
CMA+ dimGLα − dimGLαM ) + dimM issαMCMA

= dim GLαM − dim0 RepαM
CMA+ dimM issαMCMA

= dim gen StabCMA

In this calculation we substituteddimM RepαA by dim0 RepαM
CMA + dimGLα −

dimGLαM , this follows from the fact that by theorem 4.2 aroundM RepαA is a fibered
product �

We end this section with a schematic picture of the situationwe described:

Tangent cone at orbit

Fiber atp

∼=

0

p
p

0

//GLα

RepαA

//Stabp

Stabp -orbits

GLα-orbits

It is important to note that although the picture suggests it, the tangent cone bundle does
not embed as a scheme insideRepαA and in general there need not to be a morphism of
schemes between the bundle and the representation scheme.

5. TANGENT CONES AND SLICE RESULTS

For special types of algebras there are already results thatrelate the étale local structure
of the representation spaces with path algebras for quivers. We describe the two main
examples below.

For the first we recall that a formally smooth algebra is an algebraA that satisfies the
following lifting property: Ifφ;A→ B/i is an algebra morphism andi is a nilpotent ideal,
then we call liftφ to a mapφ̃ : A→ B.

Theorem 5.1(Le Bruyn). If A is a finitely generated formally smooth algebra anM =
S⊕ǫ1

1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S⊕ǫk

k a semisimple representation then there exists a quiverQM and a di-
mension vectorαM such that There is aGLα-equivariant morphism

φ : RepαM
Q×GLαM

GLα → RepαA

this morphism iśetale at the point(0, 1) with φ(0, 1) = M .

In [4] Crawley-Boevey proved the following result:

Theorem 5.2 (Crawley-Boevey). If M ∈ RepαΠ(Qd) be a semisimple representation
with decompositionS⊕ǫ1

1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S⊕ǫk

k then there exists a new preprojective algebraΠM

such that there is aGLα-equivariant morphism

φ : RepαM
Π′ ×GLαM

GLα → RepαΠ(Q)
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this morphism iśetale at the point(0, 1) with φ(0, 1) = M . The double quiverQM under-
lying ΠM has a vertex for each simple component, and the number of arrows from theith

to thejth vertex is
{

2 +
∑

a∈Qd
1
αi(h(a))αi(t(a)) − 2

∑

v∈Qd
0
αi(v)αi(v) i = j

∑

a∈Qd
1
αi(h(a))αi(t(a)) − 2

∑

v∈Qd
0
αi(v)αi(v) i 6= j

In both cases we have a picture like this:

Slice

p

0

étale

p

RepαA

0

//GLα

//Stab(p)

GLα-orbits

Stabp -orbits

Contrarily to the tangent cone the slice maps intoRepαA and as such it can be considered
as a subvariety (modulo the technicalities from the étale topology). Also the map from the
quotient of the slice to the quotient of the representation scheme is an étale map so it might
be finite to one instead of one to one. This is illustrated by the second sheet in the quotient
of the slice.

To work out the connection between the slice results and the noncommutative tangent
cones, we need a reconstruction theorem

Theorem 5.3. If B is a graded path algebra with relations andα is a dimension vector
which is nowhere zero, then we can reconstructB from the graded ringsC[RepkαB] and
the maps

⊕ : ReplαB × RepkαB → Rep(k+l)αB

Proof. First of all we note that for any graded path algebraB the varietyRepkαB ×GLkα

GLk|α| embeds as an open and closed subset ofRepnB with n = k|α|. These embeddings
are also compatible with taking the direct sum.

A collection(fk) of GLk|α|-equivariant functionsfk : Repkα×GLkα
GLk|α|B → Matk|α|

is called a representable sequence if they are homogeneous of the same degree (∃degf ∈
N : fk(λp) = λdegffk(p)) and

∀W1 ∈ Repkα : ∀W2 ∈ Replα : fk+l(W1 ⊕W2) = fk(W1)⊕ fl(W2) (∗).
These sequences generate a ring which we will denote byRS(B). We will prove that
RS(B) ∼= B.

From the reconstruction theorem of Procesi [14] we know thateveryGLn-equivariant
function fromRepnB toMatn(C) is generated by functions of the formub : M 7→ ρM (b)
andtb : M 7→ 1nTrρM (B). So if (f) is a representable sequence thenfk can be expressed
as a noncommutative function ofF (tb1 , ub1 , . . . , tbr , ubr ). We can use this expression to
computefl with l|k in different ways. We can use the diagonal embedding ofReplαB →
RepkαB : W 7→ W⊕k/l; this will give us the expressionF (k

l tb1 , ub1 , . . . ,
k
l tbr , ubr).
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BecauseC[RepαB] is graded, we can define the zero representation0 as the one corre-
sponding to the maximal ideal of positive degree. The embeddingReplαB → RepkαB :
W 7→W ⊕ 0⊕k−l provides us with another expression forfl: F (0, ub1 , . . . , 0, ubr).

Taking the difference of the two expressions, we obtain a matrix of equations fork/l,
each at most of degree degf . If we chosek = degf ! this equation has more solutions than
its degree so we know that it is zero. This implies thatF does not depend on functions
of the formt.... ButF (0, ub1, . . . , 0, ubr) = uF (0,ub1

,...,0,ubr ), so if (f) is a representable
function we can find a sequence(bk) ∈ BN such for∀k ∈ N : fk = ubk

.
For a givend = degf we could find anℓ such thatB/B>d is a submodule of a repre-

sentation inRepℓαB. Thus ifk ≥ l we have that allub, b ∈ Bd are different so(bk) is a
sequence that is constant for largek. The diagonal embeddingsReplα → Repkα imply
that we can even find a sequence(bk) that is completely constant. So mapB → RS(B) :
b→ (ub) is an isomorphism. �

Theorem 5.4. SupposeA is a finitely generated algebra andM an n-dimensional rep-
resentation. IfB is a graded path algebra with relations such that for allMk there is a
GLkα-equivariant morphism

φk : Repα
Mk
B ×GLkαM

GLkα → RepkαA

which isétale at the point(0, 1) with φ(0, 1) = Mk and compatible with direct sums i.e.
⊕A ◦ (φk, φl) = φk+l ◦ ⊕B with

⊕A : RepkαA× ReplαA→ Repk+lαA : (a1, a2)→ a1 ⊕ a2

⊕B :
(

RepkαM
B ×GLkαM

GLkα

)

×
(

ReplαM
B ×GLlαM

GLlα

)

→
(

Rep(k+l)αM
B ×GL(k+l)αM

GL(k+l)α

)

: (b1, g1)× (b2, g2) 7→ (b1 ⊕ b2, g1 ⊕ g2),

thenB ∼= LMA.

Proof. Because the map is étale we have that

ConO(0,1)Repα
Mk
B ×GLkαM

GLkα
∼= ConO(Mk)RepkαA

Con0Repα
Mk
B ×GLkαM

GLkα
∼= RepkαM

CMA×GLkαM
GLkα

soCon0Repα
Mk
B ∼= Repα

Mk
B ∼= Repα

Mk
CMA

It is clear from the construction that this map is compatiblewith the graded structure on
the rings. Finally we have to check that there is a compatibility with the direct sum maps,
but this follows directly from taking the associated gradedmaps of the direct sums⊕A and
⊕B. �

The existence of such an algebraB satisfying the condition of this theorem for general
A andM is not clear. Even in the commutative case it can go wrong because not every
singularity has an étale map to it coming from its tangent cone. The theorem 5.2 is hence a
stronger than the corresponding theorem 6.1 but the latter applies in many more cases than
the former and can be seen as a usefull generalization.

It is of crucial importance that the étale morphism exists for all theM⊕k to have the
isomorphism. In many cases there is an isomorphism just forM , f.i. C〈X,Y 〉 andC[X,Y ]
have even isomorphic representation spaces ifn = 1, but their non-commutative tangent
cones are non-isomorphic (in every pointW ∈ Rep1C[X,Y ], CW C[X,Y ] = C[X,Y ]
andCW C〈X,Y 〉 = C〈X,Y 〉).

6. TANGENT CONES OFCALABI YAU ALGEBRAS

In this section we will prove that the tangent cones of CY2-algebras are preprojective
algebras. We will also discuss some of the extra troubles that occur in the 3-dimensional
case.
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Theorem 6.1. If A is 2-Calabi Yau andM is a semisimpleA-module thenCMA is a
preprojective algebra.

Proof. We can extendM towards surjectivity for2-extensions by lemma 3.8. Now look
at the filter categoryNilN of this new semisimple moduleN . Let us denote the simple
factors ofN by Si, i ∈ IN and the subset of indices that refer to factors ofM by IM . For
theSi, Sj with i, j ∈ IM , the2-extension spaces inTN ModA = NilLNA are in bijection
with the 2-extensions inModA. For such anSi we can find a projective resolution as a
topological module:

· · · � � //
⊕

t(r)=i Ph(r)
� � ·ra−1

//
⊕

t(a)=i Ph(a)
·a // Pi

// // Si

the number of relationsr with h(r) = i, t(r) = j ∈ IN equals the dimension of the
spaceExt2LN A(Si, Sj), so wheni, j ∈ IM we know this is equal to the dimension of

Ext2A(Si, Sj)
CY
= Hom(Sj , Si) = δij . So if i ∈ IM we will denote byri the unique relation

with h(ri) = t(ri) = i. For everya with h(a), t(a) ∈ IM we definefa = rt(a)a
−1.

Becauseri ∈ W
2
N we can splitfa =

∑

b∈QN1
gabb + da where the first part is a linear

combination of arrows andda ∈ Ĵ 2
N .

We work out the composition ofη ∈ Ext1(Si, Sj) andξ ∈ Ext1(Sj , Si) with i, j ∈ IM .
both extensions can be seen as maps:

η : {a|h(a) = i, t(a) = j} → C andξ : {a|h(a) = j, t(a) = u} → C

We can use thisg to explicitly calculate the pairing.

Ext1(Sj , Si)× Ext1(Si, Sj)→ Ext2(Si, Si) : (ξa) ∗ (ηb) =
∑

ab

gabξaηb.

PropertyC3 for Calabi Yau algebras now implies that there are scalarsαi, i ∈ Q0 (coming
from the traces) such thatαt(a)gab is antisymmetric and non-degenerate. Using a base
transformation on the arrows we can putαt(a)gab in its standard symplectic form. The fact
thatgab 6= 0 =⇒ h(a) = t(b) ∧ t(a) = h(b) indicates that this base transformation only
mixes arrows with identical head and tail. In this new basis the arrows can be partitioned in
couples(a, a∗) with αt(a)ga∗a = 1 andαt(a)gab = 0 if b 6= a∗. The relation now becomes
ri =

∑

t(a)=i,h(b)=i αt(a)gabba+ di with di ∈W
3.

If we now proceed to the tangent cone ofM , we must factor out allei with i 6∈ IM and
then take the associated graded. This means that all relations that were not one of theri
become zero. Theri are in fact the preprojective relation with some higher order terms, so
if we can prove that the{ri} form a gradable set (see 2.1) then we are done. First assume
thatQM is connected. We have to distinguish two cases.

• If QM is not the double of a Dynkin quiver then it was proved in [6] that the
preprojective algebra onQ has global dimension2. This implies that there are
no Ext’s of degree3, and hence there are no relations between the preprojective
relations which means that the{ri} are gradable set.
• If QM is the double of a Dynkin quiver then the preprojective algebra is not of

global dimension2 but using the work of [17], [7], [3] we have a nice description
of the syzygies. The preprojective algebra is finite dimensional and as it is graded
we can look at the highest degree component that is nonzero. Call this degreed.
For every vertexv in the quiver there is a unique relation between the relations
rimin:

∑

i

aviriminbvi = 0 with degavi + degbvi = d

If we substituterimin by ri and evaluate its homogeneous parts in the preprojective
algebra we see that the must evaluate to0 because their degree is to high. This
implies that the{ri} form again a gradable set.
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If QM is not connected then we must look at each connected component separately because
then theCMA andLMA are direct sums of the subalgebras supported by the connected
components. �

Take care: although most preprojective algebras are2-Calabi Yau themselves it is not
true thatCMA is always a2-CY algebra. The easiest counterexample is the following: take
A to be the preprojective algebra of the double of a quiver withone cycle, this is a Calabi
Yau algebra by theorem 2.5. LetM be the semisimple module that is the direct sum of all
simple modules except one. The tangent cone is the preprojective algebra of the double of
a Dynkin quiver of typeAn. As we already noted, this algebra is not Calabi Yau.

If we want to consider the case of CY3, extra problems arise and at the moment there is
no proof that works in all cases. There are however some interesting partial results. First
of all if the categoryNilM is itself CY3 then Rouquier and Chuang [16] have proved that
LMA must derive from a superpotentialW ∈ CQ̂M .

If NilM is not CY3 it is still sometimes possible to prove thatLMA comes from a
superpotential using a result by Ed Segal. In [18] he proved that if theA∞-structure on
ExtA(M,M) admits a bilinear structure〈, 〉 for which it is cyclic i.e.〈a0,mk(a1, . . . , ak)〉 =
〈a1,mk(a2, . . . , a0)〉 thenLMA derives from a superpotential. It is not clear whether this
always holds ifA is CY3, but it holds ifA is itself derived from a superpotential. So ifA
is a graded CY3 algebra andM any semisimple representation thenLMA is derived from
a superpotential.

The fact thatLMA derives from a superpotential does not necessary imply thatCMA
derives from a superpotential. This is true ifWmin is a nondegenerate superpotential (i.e.
CQ/(∂aWmin) is CY3) but in the other cases extra relations between the derivative∂Wmin

might prevent{∂aW}might from being a gradable set. At the moment there is not enough
known for algebras with degenerate superpotentials to ruleout these problems.

7. EXAMPLES

In this final section we will describe two examples coming from fundamental groups of
compact orientable aspherical manifolds (i.e. for which the higher dimensional homotopy
groups vanish). It was pointed out by Kontsevich and Ginzburg [8] that the group algebras
of such groups are CYd whered is the real dimension of the manifold. These algebras
are not graded and do in general not derive from preprojective relations or superpotentials.
Hence they form a nice class of algebras for which we can try tocompute the tangent cone.

7.1. Compact surfaces.The fundamental group of a compact orientable surface is a group
of the form

G := 〈X1, Y1, . . . , Xg, Xg|X1Y1X
−1
1 Y −1

1 · · ·XgYgX
−1
g Y −1

g 〉

whereg is the genus of the surface.
Let us look at some tangent cones for some representations oforientable compact sur-

face groups. IfW is a one-dimensional representation one can manually checkthat

CW CG ∼= C〈X1, Y1, . . . , Xg, Yg〉/〈[X1, Y1] + · · ·+ [Xg, Yg]〉 =: Π2g

Which is indeed the preprojective algebra on one vertex and2g loops.
In [15] it is shown that for everyn RepnCG is an irreducible variety. We can compute

its dimension using the results on preprojective algebras from [5].

DimRepnΠg =

{

n2 + n g = 1

(2g − 1)n2 + 1 g > 1

Now if g > 1 then every varietyRepnΠg contains simples and hence so doesRepnCG.
The tangent cone of such a simple representationW must again be of the formΠh for some
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h ∈ N. We must have that

DimRepnΠg = DimRep1Πh + DimOW

(2g − 1)n2 + 1 = 2h+ n2 − 1

(g − 1)n2 + 1 = h

Soh only depends on the dimension of the simple representation.In a similar way we can
deduce that ifW1 andW2 are simple representations with dimensionn1 andn2, then the
number of arrows between the two simple components will bea ∈ N such that

DimRepn1+n2
Πg = DimRep(1,1)CW1⊕W2CG+ DimOW1⊕W2

(2g − 1)(n1 + n2)
2 + 1 = 2(h1 + h2 + a)− 1 + (n1 + n2)

2 − 2

(2g − 2)(n1 + n2)
2 + 4 = 2((g − 1)n2

1 + (g − 1)n2
2 + 2 + a)

(g − 1)((n1 + n2)
2 − n2

1 − n2
2) = a

2n1n2(g − 1) = a.

This implies that the local quiver and the tangent cone of anysemisimple representation
can be determined by the dimensions of the simples:

Theorem 7.1. If M = S⊕ǫ1
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S⊕ǫk

k is a semisimpleCFGg representation and the
factorSi has dimensionn, then the local quiver ofM hask vertices with on theith vertex
2(g − 1)n2

i + 2 loops and2ninj(g − 1) arrows from theith to thejth vertex.

In general ifA is a 2-CY algebra we can deduce some information about the representa-
tion spaces using the tangent cones. First of all we know thatevery connected component
of RepnA must be irreducible because this is the case for the preprojective algebras. This
allows us to define the component semigroupCS(A). Its elements are the connected com-
ponents of allRepnA. The group operation is induced by the direct sum:

γ1 + γ2 = γ3 ⇐⇒ ∃W1 ∈ γ1 : ∃W2 ∈ γ2 : W1 ⊕W2 ∈ γ3.

Two simples in the same componentγ have the same local quiver because the number of
loops in the local quiver is equal to the dimension ofγ//GLn. A simple is never located at
a singularity becauseRep1Π(Q), whereQ is a quiver with one vertex, is always smooth.

If we have one simpleT in γ1 and two simplesS1, S2 in γ2 then the local quiver and
hence the tangent cone ofT ⊕ S1 andT ⊕ S2 are the same. This is because if the double
quiver is of the form

��������ℓ1
�&

a
!)
�������� ℓ2
x�

a

ai

We can deduceℓi from the dimensions ofγi//GLni anda from the dimension ofγ1 +
γ2//GLn1+n2 :

dim γ1 + γ2//GLn1+n2 = ℓ1 + ℓ2 + 2a− 2.

If we have a finite set of generators for the component semigroupγ1, . . . , γu and we chose
a simple representationSi in each componentγi, we can construct the tangent cone of
M = S1⊕· · ·⊕Sn: GlobA := CMA this tangent cone can be seen as a global model ofA
in the sense that for every semisimpleA-moduleM there exists aGlobA-moduleM ′ with
CMA ∼= CM ′A. This notion of global quiver is a generalization of the one quiver in [11].

7.2. The Heisenberg Algebra.The integral Heisenberg algebra is the group

H :=
{[

1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1

]

: a, b, c ∈ Z

}

it can be presented as a group generated by two elements whichboth commute with their
commutator.

〈X,Y |{X, {X,Y }}, {Y, {X,Y }}〉with {X,Y } = XYX−1Y −1.
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The corresponding group algebra has the following presentation

C〈X,Y,X−1, Y −1〉/〈XYX−1Y −1 − Y X−1Y −1X,XYX−1Y −1 − Y −1XYX−1〉
It is a CY3 algebra because the Heisenberg group is the fundamental group of the quotient

{[

1 a b
0 1 c
0 0 1

]

: a, b, c ∈ R

}

/H.

The left side of the expression is contractible so the quotient is aspherical.
To calculate the tangent cones we need some technical machinery. SupposeM is a

simple representation ofA = CQ/I. DefineBǫ to be the open disc with radiusǫ around
the origin inC and letθ : Bk

ǫ → RepαQ be an analytical parameterization such that

• θ(0) = M
• TM Imθ ∩ TMGLαM = 0
• GLαImθ covers an analytical open neighborhood ofM in RepαA (so not neces-

sarily the wholeRepαQ).

This implies that we can expandθ as

θ(t) = ρM + tiθi + titjθij + . . .

For everyµ ∈ N we can define an expanded version ofθ that acts onµ × µ-matricesTi

instead of scalars and has values inRepµαQ.

θ(µ)(T ) := 1µ ⊗ ρM + Ti ⊗ θi + TiTj ⊗ θij + . . .

HereT is ak-vector ofµ× µ-matrices. This map is by constructionGLµ-covariant.
If r is a relation inI then we can calculater(θ(µ)) which gives us for everyα-entry

of r a GLµ-covariant functionrκ : Matµ(C)k → Matµ(C). We can split everyrκ in
its homogeneous partsrκi. These functions are compatible with taking the direct sum
so using the techniques from the reconstruction theorem 5.3they can be expressed as a
noncommutative monomials in the variablesT and therκ as noncommutative power series.

Theorem 7.2.LMA := C〈〈T1, . . . , Tk〉〉/〈rκ〉
Proof. The embeddingθ(µ) is in fact a slice ofRepµαQ atMµ. This slice is however not
an algebraic slice but an analytical one. The restriction tothe zero locus of therκ gives a
slice ofRepµαA. We can in fact replicate the reasoning in the reconstruction theorem 5.3,
adapted to complete instead of graded algebras and use analytical slices. �

We will now apply this theorem to the case of simple representations of the integral
Heisenberg group.

Theorem 7.3. The tangent cone of any simple module of the integral Heisenberg group
algebra is isomorphic to the algebra coming from the superpotentialX2Y 2 −XYXY .

CW CH ∼= C〈X,Y 〉/〈∂X(X2Y 2 −XYXY ), (∂Y (X2Y 2 −XYXY )〉.
Proof. In [13] the simplen-dimensional representations of this group have been classified
and they can be written in the following form

ρa,b(X) :=











0 a 0 . . . 0
0 0 a . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
a 0 0 . . . 0











andρa,b(Y ) :=











be2πi/n 0 . . . 0

0 be4πi/n . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
0 . . . 0 be2nπi/n











So for a givenρa,b we have a2-parameter familyθ : (t1, t2) → ρa(1+t1),b(1+t2) that
satisfies the conditions of theorem 7.2. We get the followingequalities

θ(T )(X) = 1⊗ ρa,b(X) + T1 ⊗ ρa,b(X)

θ(T )(X−1) = 1⊗ ρa,b(X)− T1 ⊗ ρa,b(X) + T 2
1 ⊗ ρa,b(X) + . . .

θ(T )(Y ) = 1⊗ ρa,b(Y ) + T2 ⊗ ρa,b(Y )

θ(T )(Y −1) = 1⊗ ρa,b(Y )− T2 ⊗ ρa,b(Y ) + T 2
2 ⊗ ρa,b(Y ) + . . .
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so the relationr = XYX−1Y −1 − Y X−1Y −1X becomes

r(θ(T )) = (1 + T1)(1 + T2)(1 − T1 + T 2
1 + . . . )(1− T2 + T 2

2 + . . . )⊗ ρa,b(XYX
−1Y −1)

− (1 + T2)(1 − T1 + T 2
1 + . . . )(1− T2 + T 2

2 + . . . )(1 + T1)⊗ ρa,b(Y X
−1Y −1X)

= ((1 + T1)(1 + T2)(1− T1 + T 2
1 + . . . )(1− T2 + T 2

2 + . . . )

− (1 + T2)(1 − T1 + T 2
1 + . . . )(1− T2 + T 2

2 + . . . )(1 + T1))⊗ 1

= (T 2
1 T2 + T2T 12 − 2T1T2T1)⊗ 1 + · · ·

= ∂T1(T
2
1 T

2
2 − T1T2T1T2)⊗ 1 + · · ·

The second equation transforms analogously. Now it is knownthatC〈X,Y 〉/〈∂X(X2Y 2−
XYXY ), (∂Y (X2Y 2−XYXY )〉 is CY3 [1],[2] and hence we can take the minimal parts
of the relations to get the tangent cone. �

One can also calculate that there are no extensions between different simples this implies
that all tangent cones are of the form

CMA := [C〈X,Y 〉/〈∂X(X2Y 2 −XYXY ), (∂Y (X2Y 2 −XYXY )〉]⊕k

for M = S⊕ǫ1
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S⊕ǫk

k .
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